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One challenge that many
growing startups face is
knowing when to expand their
leadership team. In particular,
how do you recognize when it’s
time to bring on your first sales
leader? CRO? VP of Sales?
Director? Manager? The
Leadership Agency's unique
sourcing strategies were
recently put to the test when a
fast-growing tech startup
needed to hire its first-ever sales
leader in a brand new market.

ABOUT US, THE
LEADERSHIP AGENCY
The Leadership Agency is North

Working exclusively with startups, The

America’ s recruitment partner of

Leadership Agency reaches all lines of

choice for the fastest-growing

business, including C-level, sales,

startups. With a mission to help build

leadership, tech, finance, marketing,

the most impressive companies of

and more.

our generation, The Leadership
Agency helps startups find and hire

Visit: www.leadershipagency.com for

best-in-class talent. As industry

more information.

disruptors with over 15 years of
experience and award-winning

Check us out on:

services, The Leadership Agency has

LinkedIn: /theleadershipagency

truly become the one-stop-shop for

Instagram: @theleadershipagency

startup recruitment.

Twitter: @weheartstartups
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THE NUMBERS

OUR
STATISTICS

Numbers tell us a lot about a
search. They not only provide us
with real-time data but also
insights into the talent market.

TIMELINE:

PRESENTED:

90

21

DAYS

CANDIDATES

INTERVIEWED:

PLACED:

15

1

CANDIDATES

DIRECTOR,
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THE COMPANY

MORE ABOUT
OUR CLIENT,
AFTERPAY

Afterpay is a technology-driven
payments startup based in
Australia that facilitates
commerce between retail
merchants and their end
customers. Headquartered in the
heart of San Francisco, Afterpay
has transformed the way people
pay by allowing shoppers to
receive products immediately
and pay in 4 simple installments.

Afterpay has over 10M active customers

The company thoroughly outlines its key

globally and works with over 50,000 of

principles, initiatives, and programs

the world’ s leading retailers. Afterpay is

such as mentorship programs,

on a mission to disrupt the way

professional development, work-life

customers shop and become the most

balance policies, and networking

loved way to pay.

opportunities.

AFTERPAY'S COMMITMENT TO
DIVERSITY & DOING GOOD
The Leadership Agency is committed to
working with companies that uphold the
same values of inclusivity, transparency,
and commitment to diversity. Afterpay
"values and is proud of its strong and
diverse workforce and is committed to
supporting and further developing this
diversity through attracting, recruiting,
engaging and retaining diverse talent
and aligning the Company's culture and
management ystems with this
commitment".

THANK YOU
FOR BEING
A PARTNER
AND ALLY!"
- TIA PHILLIPS,
HUMAN RESOURCES LEADER,
AFTERPAY
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Since being founded in 2015, the
company has experienced
enormous growth. Afterpay is
available in Australia, New
Zealand, the United States, and
the United Kingdom, and with
the company expanding to the
Canadian market, they needed a
dedicated sales leader to hit the
ground running in this new
territory.

The team at Afterpay engaged The

Revenue Model Analysis: To truly align

Leadership Agency to find them a Director

with the goals of a business – and

of Sales, Canada. The Leadership Agency’ s

identify and attract the best candidates

first step in its unique sourcing process

for the role – requires an understanding

began with a debrief call with Afterpay to

of the financials. The Leadership Agency

fully understand their requirements and

acquires comprehensive knowledge of a

gain in-depth knowledge of the company,

company's revenue model by asking the

the culture, and the brand. With a solid

right questions: Are they looking to grow

understanding of the company and role,

current contract revenue, acquire net

The Leadership Agency team launched the

new business, lower their churn rate,

role within one hour and went to market.

increase monthly recurring revenue,

In just five business days, The Leadership

expand into new markets, or go up-

Agency presented the first round of

market and get to the enterprise?

candidates to the Afterpay talent and
executive team

DISCOVERY WITH THE
AFTERPAY TEAM
Meeting with the Team: Our team sat
down with Afterpay's CPO, CRO, Head
of Talent, Director of Sales, Senior
Recruiter, and People Operations to
discuss the scope of the role.
Company Culture Analysis: The
Leadership Agency begins every search
by learning the company culture, and
understanding the core values of the
team and leadership.

SETTING TIMELINES
The Leadership Agency set up transparent
and aggressive timelines in advance so
that Afterpay would know what results to
expect and when. Afterpay understood and
approved the precise dimensions of the
search including:
The date of when candidates and a
talent market analysis will be
presented
A fully managed interview process
Candidate profiles and analysis tools
Strategic offer guidance
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THE RESULTS

Within an hour of its initial consultation,
The Leadership Agency launched the
search. Key deliverables included:
Search launched in an hour
Within five business days, Afterpay
was presented with vetted, qualified
candidates, and a talent market
analysis
The Leadership Agency team held
detailed conversations with hundreds
of potential sales leaders to find just
the few who would be great fits for the
Afterpay brand
Within 3 months Afterpay had their
first Sales Director in Canada hired
and onboarded.

FIRST ROUND OF
CANDIDATES PRESENTED IN:

5
DAYS

